1. ROCK CRYSTAL COLLECTION BY HAMMERTON
STUDIO Artisan blown glass captures the raw beauty of rock quartz crystal in these wall and ceiling lights from Hammerton Lighting. An LED illuminates the spectacular shape and texture of each glass shade without the distraction of a filament bulb. hammertonstudio.com

2. KERRY JOYCE TEXTILES The new SCRIBE fabric is inspired by the origins of language and letterforms. It is one of six new designs that are part of the Heather Rosenman Collection for Kerry Joyce Textiles and is printed on the finest Irish Linen. Available in seven colors. kerryjoycetextiles.com

3. HIGH-POLISHED ALICE SINK Introducing the stunning angular Alice sink (SK423), shown in high-polished silicon bronze. Available in a variety of bronze finish options and can be undermounted or set as a vessel. rockymountainhardware.com